Torino, 4 Giugno 2020,
To whom it may concern,

I’m Anatoli Nicolae, a 24 years old full-stack developer currently located in Turin, Italy.
My main goal is to ﬁnd new perspectives in software development, so I’m looking for a dynamic
environment that constantly brings new experiences to the table as I’m constantly working on my
skills since I ﬁrst started coding at 13 years old.
I’ve had abroad internships, such as the one in Mallow, Ireland as a PHP developer where my job was
a signiﬁcant contribution to the implementation of a booking system based on WordPress for a
kids playground, so even I have a shy personality, I think I may ﬁt in with the team in short or even
no time at all.
I was part of teams, managed teams at thundersquared and co-managed teams at Poker SpA,
constantly requiring a lot of individual eﬀort in learning and applying knowledge to better use
single team member’s skills and knowledge and bring more value to the ﬁnal product. Of course
teams work well when there is a good balance between members— though aiming at the best doesn’t
always please everyone, there wouldn’t exist innovation without pushing boundaries.
Due to my young age, I can’t actually convey my seniority as often things on the paper sound way
better than they’re actually are—this is not the case though. Beside my skills, there’s also a trialand-error process that helped me to better learn the tools as well as ﬁgure out what can actually
help the development process and increase ﬁnal product performance, and this can’t be described.
Also talking from experience, not every developer is passionate about their job, technologies or
learning—since a young age, I’ve always kept trying and learning new things to the point where I
have a server on my bedside as I often play around and destroy stuﬀ.
Back to my experience, I’m currently working as a full-time senior full-stack developer at Poker
SpA, on multiple projects such as SugarCRM as a PHP developer of custom modules, Arxivar as
a C# and .NET developer (even though I hate it) for custom integrations and plugins and our REST
server interface written in Node for Quasar-X which is an in-house made ERP. We’re currently also
working on implementing modular micro services for speciﬁc deployment types in Go and Rust as
well as switching over from Docker Swarm clusters to Kubernetes—basically hardcore stuﬀ.
These are not the only technologies we “face” everyday because all of our stacks are deﬁned,
deployed and maintained using Docker, continuous integration for custom images built via GitLab
Runners (previously Jenkins) and a nice internal deployment tool of these stacks, for a standardised
installation and multi-customer hosting. I’ve been also working with React and React Native
mainly for a custom React Native Android app for a client.

Beside this, I’m also running a small web agency at thundersquared, mainly focused on building
small WordPress websites and shops with WooCommerce, building custom CMS products based
on Laravel and providing hosting with a solid infrastructure based on Ansible. At thundersquared
we oﬀer also design services and other social media management solutions and lately we’ve managed
to partner with Red Hat, DigitalOcean and WP Engine for a streamlined cloud experience.
Lately I’ve been playing with Ansible, Kubernetes, Go and Rust. The latest project involved
thundersquared’s web infrastructure which is now automatically provisioned, conﬁgured and
secured through Ansible—it’s good to know everything is reproducible and quickly ﬁxable.
As previously mentioned, I really like to dive into new tech and that’s why a lot of my skills come
from a self-teaching activity. I have also some hobbies as listed on my CV, such as video
production starting from planning, shooting scenes to editing. I own a drone as the idea of seeing
the world form a diﬀerent point of view was a great selling point for me and also because it adds a
nice touch to videos. I have also published some songs on Spotify and similar platforms since I also
enjoy experimenting in Ableton, producing and mixing music.

Hope you found this useful and I’m looking forward to hear from you.
Thanks for now,
Anatoli.

